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About This Game

Ribbon Racer is a racing game (wow!), where cars can be upgraded during the race. Magic boxes containing bonuses will be
appearing in random places on track all the time! Those can be collected to improve your car capabilities, such as increased
maximum speed and acceleration or additional energy points, which can be spend to use cars special powers. Thanks to the

infinite renewal of the bonus boxes and unlimited number of laps (set by the player) we can come to a situation where our car
will rip space at breakneck speed exceeding 500 kmph.

Each car type has unique active power, passive ability and even ammunition type, which can be used to attack rivals. It is these
elements, deviating from realism, and original, imaginative tracks that are the main strengths of this game.

Because I'm not a specialist on computer networking, Ribbon Racer doesn't have multiplayer online mode. In return, it offers
local multiplayer on split screen (or additional screens) for up to 4 players. In total, RR can handle up to 5 screens (in the case of

a smaller number of players an extra screen acts as a map).
To control your car you need only 6 keys.

At the moment, the game offers:

 6 types of cars (5 can be chosen by the players, 1 is reserved for the AI)

 5 special powers: turbo mode, flight mode, formation of stones, pool of ice, time slowing

 19 diverse tracks (including, for example, "Tower Defence" track, where there are a lot of moving obstacles and traps,
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or a "Hobbit" track, where we go there and back again on the same road, so we have to watch out for cars coming from
the opposite direction)

 19 soundtracks (unique music for each track)

 5 types of bonuses (not counting bonus traps)

 Team Racing mode to make team with other players and race together against AI opponents

 An option to create a Tournament - determined by the player set of tracks, connected by the overall score and the
inability to change settings (selection of cars and the number of opponents) between routes.

 List of lap records, which consider chosen route and the type of car.

Because it's not 1.0 version, but slightly upgraded version 1.2, I present you list of differences between the versions:

 1 new type of car (there were 5, now are 6)

 6 new tracks (there were 13, now are 19)

 graphics improvement (eg track loading screens, moving lava etc.)

 improved correction of the car's rotation in the air (thanks to that, problems with car jamming and other equally
frustrating situations are much less common)

 added the ability to control the car in the air (it was reserved only for the yellow car before, now everyone can slightly
adjust their flight, but still not as much as yellow, of course)

 opponents can finally use bullets (the frequency of shooting is dependent on difficulty level)

 orange boxes, in addition to energy replenishment, also increase quantity of ammunition

 cyan boxes additionally improve the controllability of the car at high speeds

 achievements (including a separate challenge for each track)

 new race options that can completely change the style of the game:

+ Random AI cars - enabling this option will allow computer controlled enemies to choose a random type of car, not limited to
white ones

  + One-time bonuses - disabling this option means that the bonus boxes will not disappear after they have been collected, so that
they can also benefit other players,

not just the one who reaches them first
  + Traps only - replaces all bonus boxes with random traps

  + Team racing - make team with your friends to race against AI opponents
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Title: Ribbon Racer
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Tehawar
Publisher:
Tehawar
Franchise:
Ribbon Racer
Release Date: 10 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron N3060

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel(R) HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 550 MB available space

English,Polish
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ribbon racer snake. steppe ribbon racer

Released in 2013 and so few reviews (at the time I wrote this) AMAZING! Even bad games get more attention then this, and
this is by no means a bad game.

Well the story is basically revamping civilization but not in the usual RPG way. This is a time management game played by
levels with certain goals to achieve at each level. (Similiar to how Faerie Solitaire, Labors of Hercules or even Tales of the
Orient have level goals.) Break boulders, fix roads, reconstruct houses, construct water towers, clear waterways, mine ore, etc,
etc, and try to do it under the certain time limits to recieve a gold, silver, or bronze trophy. Relatively easy because the game
does not speed up like Diner Dash or Dr. Daisy:Pet Vet, and it is long because it has an actual storyline. Not an overly
complicated story as our inventor friend moves from place to place fixing things like roads and houses and bringing "invention"
back to each place improving the overall quality of life for the inhabitants.

Fun, easy, family oriented game or simply a game to play while taking a break from anything or everything else.. very good....
0/10 uterus walls not realistic. The level up sounds on the buttons are SO ANNOYING.. While I was patiently waiting for this
game for months and have played other games by Grundislav Games, Lamplight city somehow failed to get me hooked. It
somehow feels very slow in the beginning, so I was losing interest after the flower shop.

It feels kinda unfair to say that I don't recommend the game, but I wouldn't recommend it, so I guess that's not recommending
it.. THE EYE CAN SEEEEEEEEEEEE. Yeah the graphics aren't the best and the controls feel a bit wonky sometimes
but hell, the game is a lotta fun!. Dinocide is a great game, I would play agina. 10\/10. but i have 17 complaints.
1. No enough dinos. I bought this and there where yes dinosores
2. More pigmen. This gmaes best feature was the girl so I want more pig men
3. Voom vooom rangs
4. The level select is kind of not good yes sir
5.Exploding bats why do bats explode
6. Less homing missle bats plox
7. THIS GAME WONDERTRADED MY SHINY WEEDLE AND NOW I HAVE THIS?!?!?!?!?!
8. Platforms doent exist, fix plz for daddy
9. Stay strong for mother
10. Perfect visuals
11. Not good enough visuals because it is not spider
12. This is a joke, not the gmae, this
13. Unlucky dino eggs make me happy
14. Stegosaur looks like my mother after I leave her
15. I need 20 dollars cause GOSH DANG I JUST WANT A STEGOSUAROUS
16.Brendan killed my dino, help plz <3
17. this is a joke, the review is satiricle

#NotmyDIno #Dinolivesmatter #Dinolives
#Dickesoutforstego. KatanaX is a very relaxing and challenging sword slashing simulator. Fruit Ninja VR, by
comparison, is a fun game but, feels too fast paced and carries an arcade-like quality that goes from 0 to insanity in a
very short period of time. KatanaX on the other hand, has the same polished feel as Fruit Ninja VR but, instead has
options that allow you to progress at a much slower pace that makes it a better fit in VR for longer durations of sword
training or exercise. This allows you to spend more time to practicing your technique and try different slicing
movements instead of whacking away at everything thrown at you. I feel this is the greatest strength KatanaX has to
offer.

I really enjoy the randomness of KatanaX Tatami and Fruit Slicing game modes. No matter how many times you play a
game mode it’s always a different slicing problem. You can never predict what pattern will appear next. Some of the
patterns are very simple, while others are very complex and require more time to think through. The challenge is fun
because you need to determine your angle and strength of the strike and follow through before the next timed set
appears. If you don’t swing strong enough you can have your blade get stuck and pinched in the fiber, if you swing too
hard you can cut straight through to the next object and be penalized. So, it is very challenging in that it requires you
to swing varying strengths of speed with precise movements.
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KatanaX is a very polished game and highly recommend to add it to any VR collection. It is a lot of fun and easy to
jump into daily for some exercise.
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Beautful art. Worth picking up on a sale. Apparently, a parkour FPS. The only parkour part is double jumping. But yea,
abandoned at early alpha state, dead, no idea how I got it in my backlog, goodbye, bai-bai.. Just download open broadcast
software it does the same and better imo. Frisky Business is a straight forward visual novel with a late night 80's cable television
programming vibe. The humor is mild, but not atrocious. The visuals are cell shaded cartoons (take that any way you will). The
main storyline is pretty basic, with slight dialogue deviation options that lead to different endings. The reaction sound effects
were more of a plus than I expected, as it helped make otherwise flimsy characters have some life in them. Lots of
achievements are offered to encourage trying all different dialogue options to see how the story plays out, but a lack of speeding
up text option can make replays somewhat tedious. I came across two different bugs, neither are game breaking. All in all, it is a
mild distraction that offers silly ways to get in bed with multiple ladies, all while solving a scooby doo-esque mystery.. It's going
to be a great game - eventually - IF the dev keeps at it. It's too early to know if that will happen though. I'm glad I bought it and
watching it improve will be fun. This probaly should be early access though.

It appears to offer more detail and depth than similar games, and has that "Sim City 4 I will have to work hard to beat this thing"
quality to it. I don't think this is one that you will master in an hour and become bored with, it's unforgiving and I love it for that
- replayability is strong. Managing the budget is hard, and I guess that's realistic.

The tutorial is seriously lacking though. You will still work things out yourself, but I got frustrated at that. It needs more hand-
holding. I fear the developer didn't test this on enough random people as some of the issues would have quickly and easily come
out.

I have no idea how long a game will take to develop as everything is based on a points system (which is fine is an estimated date
went with it), and as time is important for objectives, conventions etc - it needs to be a thing.

There have been some crash reports - again, this would be fine if it was early access.

Overall, if the dev continues to polish it, it's worth buying. Maybe check the updates tab before parting with your money to
make sure this is happening.. Beautiful, elegent puzzles. Lovely stuff :D
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